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Lucas can't believe what has happened to his friends. MM now has half of the Six, leaving the rest

to scramble for a new plan.Just when they need him most, Harris leaves them behind to make one

final attempt to bring down Marcus. What he finds rocks him to the core, and leaves Vanar closer to

extinction than anyone thought possible.Burning cities, world-wide chaos, possible genocide . . . just

a few of the obstacles standing in their way. Even if the Six can find their way back to each other,

will they recognize what they've become? Boundaries and morals will be pushed, lives will be

altered and ended. The Six must continue to fight because the end is fast approaching.This is book

3 in the Preston Six series:Book 1 Rise of the Six
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This series keeps getting better and better.Samantha, Polly and Joey are trying to escape the

manor while Lucas, Hank and Julie have their own struggles. I love how even though the group is

apart, their friendship is as strong as ever.Again, what I love about these books is that the story

starts right where the last book ended. You are right back into the action. Polly was just taken by

MM in front of the entire city. Julie, Hank and Lucas are speechless. But they know one thing, they

MUST get Polly and Joey back.Joey, Samantha and Polly now have their own troubles. Polly and

Samantha both have feelings for Joey. Samantha and Polly are friends. Is this the typical love

triangle? Or will Joey deny his feelings towards them both for the sake of the group? The Preston

six have been together since the beginning, but will it stand through heartbreak?I felt this book was

more about Lucas. He has charming personality, which I really love, that is full of sarcasm. I also got

to see him and Julie work together more, and how far he will go to protect the ones he loves. I also

love Hank. He is so easily embarrassed and he really adds the perfect touch to the group.At the end

of the book, I wanted to cry. This group has been through so much, yet they are being torn apart.

The war is starting to take its toll on everyone and they just want to go back to Preston and have a

normal year. Is that possible? Or have they already fallen apart?

Six teenagers, three boys, three girls, all born on the same day and all living in the same

neighborhood. They celebrate their birthday together. But their parents are hiding something from

them and they are all determined to find out what it is.I started reading the first book and realized

about half way through it that I couldn't put it down. I also realized I would have to buy the other two

books.This is not your run of the mill paranormal romance. There is romance but mostly there is

adventure and mystery and moving from our world to others. The characters are likeable and they

become real. The author lets you get to know them. They become important to you and you cheer

them on through each part of their adventures.The first book starts with their 18th birthday party. As

usual, it ends before the cake because when they all get together with their parents they start asking

questions the parents don't want to answer. Then Joey' s father makes him promise to never go into

Watchers Woods. Of course, that means he wants nothing more than to see what his father doesn't

want him to see. So he takes a walk in the woods and finds a stone circle. After telling his friends,

Poly, Julie,Samantha, Hank, and Lucas about the circle, they all make a night trip into the forest.

And the adventure begins!I would recommend this series to any one who loves edge of your seat

adventure, sci fi, mystery, and a little romance. This is an excellent series and I'm hoping for more

from this author.



Loving this new series. Unbelievable this is the author's (Matt Ryan) first book. I am an avid reader

and would recommend this series. How many books in this series Matt? Good Read! Gave author

and book a five.

This is a coming of age book, young adults realizing that choices all have consequences; some

immediate but also long term. The character development is solid for three of the six main

characters but mediocre for the other three. The ending was appropriate, not overly dramatic. I liked

it.

Now that the characters and planets are developed we finally explore the fact that nobody or no

race on Vannar, Rykack or Earth is all good or all evil. That includes in the Preston Six. Hopefully

this theme makes all readers think about their own prejudices in the real earth. I am worn out for all

of the "kids" though!

The 3rd book of the series of 6 (yes, there will be 3 more books soon)The six teenagers finally found

each other and then have to be divided again to save the world.It is surprisingly better than what I

expected.Still full of action,adventure and romance. You'll never guess who will Joey choose

between Samantha and Poly.In the end, it will make you ask for more adventure. I wish for more

scenes in Ryjack, more scenes with Alice, more scenes with Travis, with Max and with their

parents.Update: I think my wish has been granted with 3 more books with the 4th coming in a few

weeks :)

Loved this book. Had to rush and buy it after reading book 2.The story and characters draw you into

the book and leave you wanting to know more about them.I hope book 4 comes out soon and

Samantha's character is developed more.

Loved,loved, Book 3,Everything is so fast moving.Just when you think the 6 are finally back together

BOOM separated again.I could not put this book down.I am so glad Joey and Poly are FINALLY

back together.But wait Marcus is out there somewhere,hmmmmmmmmmmm is there a book 4 out

there.Keep up the Great writing Matt.
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